View the complete version: Is that American Japanese for real?

Posted by: Maverick
Date: 21-01-2010 12:14:36
I try not to winge about the otherside but is that bloke for real. The "whys my steering not straight" thread has been tydied
up so only the relevant posts are there, and no back biting, whinging or slapping (all of his posts gone). And he posts
asking why it's been cut to size "are the mods GOD". Is there a better way of getting banned quicker?
He's got to be some troll, or something. I would never imagine going on a forum and starting like that, well at least not
until I knew what it was like. And that I could get away with givin the owner grief (or sleepless nights and days).
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 21-01-2010 12:33:16
Unfortunately he is real.
Posted by: TonyN
Date: 21-01-2010 18:02:37
He's the worst type of Amercian, loud, arrogant, and can't take a hint.
So far he's just a dickhead with reasonable taste in a SUV.
:lol: :lol: :lol:
Posted by: Bibs
Date: 21-01-2010 18:19:11
TonyN wrote:
So far he's just a dickhead with reasonable taste in a SUV.
:lol: :lol: :lol:
:rofl: :rofl: :rofl: :rofl: :rofl: :rofl: :rofl:
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 21-01-2010 19:03:15
He's no ma cuppy tea.
Posted by: BPSparx
Date: 21-01-2010 19:03:34
Ok
I get the Japanese bit
How do you know he's American?
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 21-01-2010 19:05:18
He told us
Posted by: gwh200

Date: 21-01-2010 19:28:44
BPSparx wrote:

Ok
I get the Japanese bit
How do you know he's American?
Not to hot with electrics.......
Posted by: si tate
Date: 21-01-2010 19:36:10
Just wait till he gets stuck with something & asks for advice, then say to him "god thats easy" my 5 year old can do that.
Stupid ceptic c**t.
Posted by: Matt
Date: 21-01-2010 19:41:19
si tate wrote:
Just wait till he gets stuck with something & asks for advice
That'll be when he needs to do anything other than wipe his arse then. :devilish: :D
Just wind him up. The Yanks are so funny to listen to when confronted by a good, old fashioned, stiff upper lip and a proper
command of the *English* language. :devilish:
Posted by: BPSparx
Date: 21-01-2010 19:43:13
I'm not biting ..... :whistle:
Posted by: Matt
Date: 21-01-2010 19:45:39
BPSparx wrote:
I'm not biting ..... :whistle:
Good choice. :thumbsup:

You'd only lose anyways. :devilish:
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 21-01-2010 19:48:29
He burned the help bridge almost immediately.
He seems to be more into to trying to convince people that his
truck/ability/guns/job/knowledge/skill/ego/snow/hat/whoop/back
slap or whatever is bigger and better than ours. I've seen a couple of forums where they don't help per se, they just boast
about what they have or can do. I thought it was hilarious when he said he'd fitted a roof rack; aye, that's a right
technical job on a 3rd gen!
Never been into narcissism , or liked folk who are.
Posted by: Matt

Date: 21-01-2010 19:52:35
Albannach wrote:
Never been into narcissism , or liked folk who are.
The amusement value when you're winding one up though is priceless. :D
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 21-01-2010 19:54:19
Do you think he does airbrushing?
Posted by: si tate
Date: 21-01-2010 19:54:26
I think what we should do is whenever he posts something, no matter what its about just change the subject completely & start
talking about the royal family or something.
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 21-01-2010 19:55:53
I like it. :D
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 21-01-2010 19:56:56
gwh200 wrote:
Do you think he does airbrushing?
If he does, he'll nae doubt be a self taught expert.
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 21-01-2010 19:57:46
Matt wrote:
Albannach wrote:
Never been into narcissism , or liked folk who are.
The amusement value when you're winding one up though is priceless. :D
Aye, it's a hoot... Mind GC when he posted his pic?
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 21-01-2010 19:58:14
si tate wrote:
I think what we should do is whenever he posts something, no matter what its about just change the
subject completely & start talking about the royal family or something.
Can I start it off?
Posted by: si tate
Date: 21-01-2010 19:59:50

Albannach wrote:
si tate wrote:
I think what we should do is whenever he posts something, no matter what its
about just change the subject completely & start talking about the royal family or something.
Can I start it off?
Be my guest. :D
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 21-01-2010 20:00:37
Albannach wrote:
si tate wrote:
I think what we should do is whenever he posts something, no matter what its
about just change the subject completely & start talking about the royal family or something.
Can I start it off?
Be my/our guest
Posted by: si tate
Date: 21-01-2010 20:01:30
gwh200 wrote:
Albannach wrote:
si tate wrote:
I think what we should do is whenever he posts something, no
matter what its about just change the subject completely & start talking about the royal family or something.
Can I start it off?
Be my/our guest
Either, just so long as it gets his back up.
Posted by: Matt
Date: 21-01-2010 20:03:31
Try using my lower sig line for a bit too, Andy. It's obviously a bit of a sore spot with the Merkin's. :D
Posted by: si tate
Date: 21-01-2010 20:11:05
Matt wrote:
Try using my lower sig line for a bit too, Andy. It's obviously a bit of a sore spot with the Merkin's.
:D
Just tweeked mine a bit. :D
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 21-01-2010 20:19:52
Well would youund starting a thread someone. Arguments for and against the monarchy

Posted by: logey
Date: 21-01-2010 20:40:45
i may have to start posting back there again just to [ I wonder if the wife will... ] this [ The mother-in-law ] off.
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 21-01-2010 20:40:48
gwh200 wrote:
Well would youund starting a thread someone. Arguments for and against the monarchy
youund?
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 21-01-2010 20:48:42
Spear chucker
Posted by: si tate
Date: 21-01-2010 20:49:25
Albannach wrote:
gwh200 wrote:
Well would youund starting a thread someone. Arguments for and against the
monarchy
youund?
I was wondering aswell.
Posted by: si tate
Date: 21-01-2010 20:50:04
gwh200 wrote:
Spear chucker
?
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 21-01-2010 20:50:14
Spear bloody chucker
Posted by: si tate
Date: 21-01-2010 20:51:15
gwh200 wrote:
Spear bloody chucker
You on the source again mate.
Posted by: gwh200

Date: 21-01-2010 20:53:17
Unless I disable it, one letter at a time the s p e l l. C h e c k e r
wreaks havoc. It even spells itself as spear chucker.
Posted by: BPSparx
Date: 21-01-2010 20:53:37
Matt wrote:
Try using my lower sig line for a bit too, Andy. It's obviously a bit of a sore spot with the Merkin's.
:D
what
......the God save the Queen
no its not
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 21-01-2010 20:57:45
Captain Oliver Wendell "Spearchucker" Jones........................
http://www.bookrags.com/wiki
Posted by: biosurf
Date: 22-01-2010 10:27:20
..aaaand he's outa there.
Shame really I thought he could have been fun to prod at for a week or so. :D
I try not to dislike Americans but some of them make it so easy.
No massive shock about which member instantly warmed to him.
Posted by: Apache
Date: 22-01-2010 11:59:31
I still wonder if he was a certain ex-member on a wind-up, but then he did behave stereotypically 'yank'. I tried to give him
an 'in' to think about the moderation, and why it was applied, but it obviously it went straight over his head.
Paul, I got a big up to date UK frequency list in Excel format the other day, I'll email it to you when I think on.
Posted by: TonyN
Date: 22-01-2010 12:07:23
yeah, he kinda fizzled out. Shame. :lol: :lol:
Someone ought to invite him over here! He can be as gobby as he likes then, and we'll see what he's really made of when we
can poke back.
He's probably a OK guy as far as it goes, hes issues with listening to advice and toning things down for newbies a bit don't
apply as much here.
;) :lol:
Posted by: biosurf
Date: 22-01-2010 12:09:37
I thought that too, but he did a good job of it if he was.
Thankin' you kindly for the freq list Andy. Talking of which did that book I sent turn up? Had two things I've posted via

work disappear recently.
Posted by: Matt
Date: 22-01-2010 13:02:46
Post a link then. Some of us can't search over there you know. :D
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 22-01-2010 13:06:39
http://www.hiluxsurf.co.uk/forums/showthread.php
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 22-01-2010 13:08:04
Matt wrote:
Post a link then. Some of us can't search over there you know. :D
I think they are going on about this matt................
http://www.hiluxsurf.co.uk/forums/showpost.php
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 22-01-2010 14:20:08
He'll be back, there's absolutely no way he'll let that go.
Posted by: Matt
Date: 22-01-2010 15:03:20
Bio Hazard wrote:
I think they are going on about this matt................
http://www.hiluxsurf.co.uk/forums/showpost.php
:thumbsup:
Nobody can be that anal in real life, surely? That must be a wind-up merchant.
Posted by: Matt
Date: 22-01-2010 15:04:43
TonyN wrote:
Someone ought to invite him over here! He can be as gobby as he likes then, and we'll see what he's really
made of when we can poke back.
:D :D It would be amusing to see how much real stick he could take. :D
Posted by: Maverick
Date: 22-01-2010 15:05:58
Matt wrote:
TonyN wrote:
Someone ought to invite him over here! He can be as gobby as he likes then, and we'll

see what he's really made of when we can poke back.
:D :D It would be amusing to see how much real stick he could take. :D
I did think of it, but his profile has no contact information.
Posted by: Matt
Date: 22-01-2010 15:08:38
That's a bugger. We could do with a whipping boy. :D
Posted by: Maverick
Date: 22-01-2010 15:10:18
Do you think if you ask Nigel nicely he'll give you the contact details :devilish:
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 22-01-2010 15:13:24
I think you have two hopes ... Bob hope and no hope.
Posted by: Matt
Date: 22-01-2010 15:14:40
Maverick wrote:
Do you think if you ask Nigel nicely he'll give you the contact details :devilish:
I could send him a P.M to ask. Oh, wait... :D
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 22-01-2010 15:19:39
You can not can you :devilish: :devilish:
Posted by: Bibs
Date: 22-01-2010 18:25:13
Lol - what a gobshite he was. Kinda liked his say it as it is attitude though. Sure it wasn't limaciform in disguise? Hmmm then
again no as he seemed to have balls an limaciform didnt.
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 22-01-2010 18:27:21
It couldn't have been "you know who". Ge e'S reasonably intelligent. Dikcgead was just plain thick.
Posted by: Bibs
Date: 22-01-2010 18:33:12
gwh200 wrote:
It couldn't have been "you know who". Ge e'S reasonably intelligent. Dikcgead was just plain
thick.
WTF does limaciform mean???? :/
Posted by: Bio Hazard

Date: 22-01-2010 18:35:41
Slug like :whistle: :devilish:
Posted by: Bibs
Date: 22-01-2010 18:38:22
Bio Hazard wrote:
Slug like :whistle: :devilish:
Ha ha ha had to of been you that then :D
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 22-01-2010 18:52:23
Who Me??!!! :whistle:
Posted by: TonyN
Date: 22-01-2010 20:09:27
Bio Hazard wrote:
Slug like :whistle: :devilish:
I had to google it the other day when it came up. :lol: :lol:
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 22-01-2010 20:14:16
I thought our overseas cousin was quite good entertainment value, far more interesting than some of the [ Off to see the wife ]
PLEBS on the
site recently!!
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 22-01-2010 20:14:30
Who is limaciform?
Posted by: Maverick
Date: 22-01-2010 20:24:42
That is pure class. If you subscribe to a thread, the email you get is uncensored. he he he.
Posted by: Matt
Date: 22-01-2010 20:29:22
Albannach wrote:
Who is limaciform?
Click on the quote link for any post which has been Bio'd, and you'll see the original text. :D
Posted by: TonyN
Date: 22-01-2010 20:45:47

Tintin wrote:
I thought our overseas cousin was quite good entertainment value, far more interesting than some of the
[ Off to see the wife ] PLEBS on the site recently!!
I personally didn't have that much of a problem with him in himself, but when someone just gives the middle finger when
asked
nicely to comply with how things are done, then there is no point having him around.
Posted by: meooo
Date: 22-01-2010 20:55:47
TonyN wrote:
Tintin wrote:
I thought our overseas cousin was quite good entertainment value, far more interesting
than some of the [ Off to see the wife ] PLEBS on the site recently!!
I personally didn't have that much of a problem with him in himself, but when someone just gives the middle finger when
asked
nicely to comply with how things are done, then there is no point having him around.
As in....."Cancel my membership from Monday"
Reply......"why wait.....done"? :D :devil:
Posted by: TonyN
Date: 22-01-2010 22:48:18
hehe, talk about making it easy for us...
At least Matt made us argue about banning him for years.
:lol:
Posted by: Maverick
Date: 22-01-2010 22:50:44
TonyN wrote:
At least Matt made us argue for years.
:lol:
There you go I've corrected it for you Tony
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 22-01-2010 22:56:51
Matt wrote:
Albannach wrote:
Who is limaciform?
Click on the quote link for any post which has been Bio'd, and you'll see the original text. :D
And what's wrong with my swear filter :whistle: :whistle:
Posted by: TonyN
Date: 22-01-2010 23:17:56

Bio Hazard wrote:
Matt wrote:
Albannach wrote:
Who is limaciform?
Click on the quote link for any post which has been Bio'd, and you'll see the original text. :D
And what's wrong with my swear filter :whistle: :whistle:
its [ Off to see the wife ] wank...
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 22-01-2010 23:23:56
would you prefer ******* **** **** ***T :whistle:
Posted by: pirate-storm
Date: 23-01-2010 01:01:06
TonyN wrote:
Tintin wrote:
I thought our overseas cousin was quite good entertainment value, far more interesting
than some of the [ Off to see the wife ] PLEBS on the site recently!!
I personally didn't have that much of a problem with him in himself, but when someone just gives the middle finger when
asked
nicely to comply with how things are done, then there is no point having him around.
im still about on hsf all i got is yellow card after i said admin need to get their heads out their arse's :whistle: :lol:
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 23-01-2010 01:12:50
Hockeykokey is a trolling tosser. There's no way anyone is that far up their own arse.
Posted by: TonyN
Date: 23-01-2010 01:56:20
pirate-storm wrote:
TonyN wrote:
Tintin wrote:
I thought our overseas cousin was quite good entertainment
value, far more interesting than some of the [ Off to see the wife ] PLEBS on the site recently!!
I personally didn't have that much of a problem with him in himself, but when someone just gives the middle finger
when asked
nicely to comply with how things are done, then there is no point having him around.
im still about on hsf all i got is yellow card after i said admin need to get their heads out their arse's :whistle:
:lol:
yeah i know, we talked about you yesterday.....
;) lol
Posted by: chillitt
Date: 23-01-2010 02:07:36

Albannach wrote:
Hockeykokey is a trolling tosser. There's no way anyone is that far up their own arse.
He is also a lightweight. This chap's got him beat and he is French Canadian! :D
http://fullsizebronco.com/forum/showthread.php
Posted by: chillitt
Date: 24-01-2010 11:29:58
chillitt wrote:
Albannach wrote:
Hockeykokey is a trolling tosser. There's no way anyone is that far up their
own arse.
He is also a lightweight. This chap's got him beat and he is French Canadian! :D
http://fullsizebronco.com/forum/showthread.php
Look there's a link to a thread where a chap has built a Hummer from scratch, and nothing? Not even 'where did you find
that?' Sheesh.... :rolleyes:
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 24-01-2010 11:33:15
Blimey Charlie... Where'd you dig that up from :D
Posted by: chillitt
Date: 24-01-2010 11:55:45
gwh200 wrote:
Blimey Charlie... Where'd you dig that up from :D
I'll get me coat.
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 24-01-2010 12:01:32
chillitt wrote:
gwh200 wrote:
Blimey Charlie... Where'd you dig that up from :D
I'll get me coat.
:D :D :D
Posted by: TonyN
Date: 24-01-2010 12:12:50
aww, Chillet wants his ego stroked......
:P
lol, its good init, but I've seen it before. There was a guy from a Pakistani 4x4 forum that I used to visit lots that hand
built a Jeep from scratch. Amazing work, its amazing what those guys made from nothing, normally cos they had to..

:D
Posted by: Predictable Bob
Date: 24-01-2010 12:16:04
:devil:
I'll agree with Tony !
They make AK47 copies with hand tools and they're better fitted and more accurate than the originals, they also make mortars
etc and test them by walking outside and lobbing a round into the next valley ....
:lol:
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 24-01-2010 12:16:50
chillitt wrote:
chillitt wrote:
Albannach wrote:
Hockeykokey is a trolling tosser. There's no way anyone
is that far up their own arse.
He is also a lightweight. This chap's got him beat and he is French Canadian! :D
http://fullsizebronco.com/forum/showthread.php
Look there's a link to a thread where a chap has built a Hummer from scratch, and nothing? Not even 'where did you find
that?' Sheesh.... :rolleyes:
Christ on a bike but that looks better work than you get back from a lot of fabricators.
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 24-01-2010 12:26:59
TonyN wrote:
aww, Chillet wants his ego stroked......
:P
lol, its good init, but I've seen it before. There was a guy from a Pakistani 4x4 forum that I used to visit lots that hand
built a Jeep from scratch. Amazing work, its amazing what those guys made from nothing, normally cos they had to..
:D
Ah they have the old Morris Minor, Austin and Royal Enfield production lines out there and still make them, thats from when
car production was engineering not like the plastic airfix kits that roll off the modern production lines.
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 24-01-2010 14:11:08
Sorry, but it encompasses 2 of the things I hate the most in the motoring world. His workmanship is quite good though.
Posted by: TonyN
Date: 24-01-2010 16:51:39
Albannach wrote:

Sorry, but it encompasses 2 of the things I hate the most in the motoring world. His workmanship is
quite good though.
Whats that? skills and imagination?
;) Seriously, "quite good" ? even for you thats being miserable, give him a break.
:lol:
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 24-01-2010 17:12:58
Good job it's not bogus. He describes vinces lexsurf conversions as "ok". :D
Posted by: TonyN
Date: 24-01-2010 17:21:10
gwh200 wrote:
Good job it's not bogus. He describes vinces lexsurf conversions as "ok". :D
:lol: :lol:
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 24-01-2010 17:59:12
TonyN wrote:
Albannach wrote:
Sorry, but it encompasses 2 of the things I hate the most in the motoring world.
His workmanship is quite good though.
Whats that? skills and imagination?
;) Seriously, "quite good" ? even for you thats being miserable, give him a break.
:lol:
Fords and Hummers.
Quite good is a big compliment from me. The best Shirley ever gets is 'Aye, you look fine!'
Posted by: TonyN
Date: 24-01-2010 18:11:37
Albannach wrote:
TonyN wrote:
Albannach wrote:
Sorry, but it encompasses 2 of the things I hate the most in
the motoring world. His workmanship is quite good though.
Whats that? skills and imagination?
;) Seriously, "quite good" ? even for you thats being miserable, give him a break.
:lol:
Fords and Hummers.
Quite good is a big compliment from me. The best Shirley ever gets is 'Aye, you look fine!'
hehe, ok. :D :D

I thought you were going to bitch about kitcars and DIY building, lol. My bad.
There are a few good Fords around, mostly in the US and made in the 60/70s, and MK1 Escort Mexicos. 100% with you over
Hummers though. :lol: :lol:
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 24-01-2010 19:03:46
My Ford dislike is a generalisation, probably unfair. Like you say, there are a couple of not bad ones out there.
Posted by: Matt
Date: 08-02-2010 19:21:33
BPSparx wrote:
Matt wrote:
It's obviously a bit of a sore spot with the Merkin's. :D
what
......the God save the Queen
no its not
How come my sig line comes from a pissed off Yank then? The beauty of the nonexistent inferiority complex is the denial of
it's existence, hence why it's nonexistent. :) My arse the Yanks still don't walk in the shadow of this country. That's the
beauty of it. No matter what or where, we've been there, done it and got bored of it.

